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THE DIGITAL
STORYTELLERS AT FIVE
Enthuse Afrika is a multi-national collective of young, talented digital storytellers who film, photograph,
design, manage, ideate, catalyse and write internet related ideas into existence.
Our journey in storytelling began with what seemed to be a crazy God-given vision that spoke to creating a
content creation house dedicated to Africa-focused Digital Storytelling. Enthuse Afrika opened its doors on
the 15th of July 2015. Doors, of course, is figurative. We didn’t have a workspace, let alone couldn’t afford
any, we barely had a team and had absolutely no capital. So, with absolutely nothing but a network of
collaborators, a laptop on the fritz and mad-man faith, we began.
Launching first, as a blog which quickly evolved into an online publication focused on channelling everything
exciting about African Creative expression, opinions and ideas from the politics of hair to African LGBTQIA+
experiences. To date, our Flagship #enthuse speaks to the region. #enthuse may be the flagship but the family
has since grown with equally great and audience competitive siblings. Multi-award winning publication
Hallelujah Mag and Bhizimusi Magazine which both came to life in 2016. Bhizimusi tackles current affairs and
dissects complicated business acumen into easy-to-digest content. Hallelujah Mag is a Christian tabloid that
keeps the Christian-walk interesting.
In the past years, we’ve hosted three annual wild rides aboard the Vic Falls Party Bus, we’ve been part of an
award-winning Unilever Campaign and helped turn formally elite spaces into welcoming youthful, vibrant
venues with Zimbabwe’s National Gallery. We’ve virtually co-managed grants valued at thousands of pounds
for DICE, the British Council & Hivos. Our Digitally Storytelling has seen us visually document for Oxfam,
collaboratively storify the UNDP’s Zimbabwe Human Development Report and unveil life behind the scenes
of ZImbabwe’s biggest Traditional Dance Competition, Chibuku NeShamwari. Five years down the line, we
still enjoy helping people, brands and places claim their share of the internet one unique digital story at a time
across mediums.
The month of July signifies a new year for us. Turning five is not only a great milestone but a great reminder of
all the great friends, partners and believers that have supported us by simply giving us a chance or cheering us
on to do better.
Happy Birthday to us and a big cheers to you! Thanks for being our F.O.E (Friend of Enthuse)
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A TOTAL OF 11
889
RETURNEES
HAVE BEEN
PROCESSED
THROUGH
QUARANTINE
FACILITIES IN
ZIMBABWE.

COVID-19 CASES HIT
1000; GOVT BLAMES
CROSS BORDER
VEHICLES
Ian Mapira / bhizimusi.com

C ases of COVID-19 as of Thurdsday went over

a thousand mark and Information and
Broadcasting
Services
Minister
Monica
Mutsvangwa blames the use of cross border
vehicles for dragging back Zimbabwe’s effort in
fighting the global pandemic.
Zimbabwe has recorded 19 deaths of the disease
that has 1034 infections.
Mutsvangwa in a media brief this week said, ”My
fellow Zimbabweans, COVID19 is real and let us
not engage in actions that put us at a greater risk
of infection. The use of cross border vehicles as a
means of transportation is taking the nation back
in its fight against the pandemic.”
“Enforcement has been intensified to penalize
truck drivers and unauthorized passengers who
are failing to adhere to regulations imposed
under Statutory Instrument 93 of 2020 that
regulates restricted goods and cross border
vehicles transiting through Zimbabwe.”

MIN. MUTSVANGWA: NEWZIMBABWE.COM

Food and Water sustainability subcommittee
update revealed that 29 adults from the Harare
province are being housed in halfway homes, with
seven of them yet to be reunified with families.
Thirteen adults in the Midlands are being housed in
the Midland Province and their families are being
traced. Six children in Manicaland province are also
being housed with families being traced also.

According to the Health Strategy and
Infrastructure subcommittee revealed that 13
foreign-trained Zimbabwean doctors and
members had been appointed and assumed duty
starting from yesterday.
On the logistics subcommittee, the task force
was informed that anAir Zimbabwe flight which
is expected to repatriate Zimbabweans from
Guangzhou and Wuhan Provinces in China
developed a technical problem and is in Bangkok.
A replacement engine has been airlifted to
Thailand today.
www.enthuseafrika.com | 04
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CHURCH HEADS IN CONSULTATIVE
MEETING WITH POLITICIANS &
POLITICAL PARTIES
By Chris Charamba/Hallelujahmag.com

O

n Monday, the 13th of July 2020,
seventeen political parties heeded the call to
participate at a consultative meeting invited
by the Zimbabwe Heads of Christian
Denominations (ZHOCD), an alliance of
Christian consortiums that includes the
Evangelical Fellowship of Zimbabwe, Union
for Development for Apostolic Churches in
Zimbabwe, Zimbabwe Catholic Bishops
Conference and Zimbabwe Council of
Churches.

did not augur well with the desperate need
to prepare for the spiralling cases of COVID19.

The meeting took place at Kentucky Hotel
and it was part of a series of consultations
lined up by the churches to find consensus
on the current but also the long-standing
challenges facing the southern African
nation.

There was a huge outcry among the
participants regarding the failure to
implement the constitution. While some
participants raised concerns on the integrity
of the current constitution, there was
unanimity that it was supposed to be
implemented before it can be amended.

The Monday meeting was a culmination of a
week of extensive bilateral engagements in
which even those political parties that did
not attend it gave input, ZHOCD said in a
statement.

Coupled with this was the realisation that
the resources mobilised for the pandemic
were not being handled in ways that instilled
confidence to the public
Constitutional
Amendments

Implementations

&

Among the challenges raised by the
participants were;

The participants agreed that the failure to
implement and honour the constitution had
seen an increase in fear among citizens
confronted by violence and many unresolved
cases of abductions and systematic torture
at the hands of persons alleged to be state
functionaries.

Pandemic & The State Of Emergence

Corruption & Economic Woes

The need for everyone to realise that the
nation is in an emergency situation. It was
noted with concern that the current state of
the health sector characterised by the
failure by government to amicably resolve
the protracted strike by medical personnel,

The participants highlighted the negative
effects of the current economic collapse
characterized by increasing corruption
cases, most of which are not being resolved
satisfactorily.
www.enthuseafrika.com | 05

There was general agreement that even the
informal economy which had become the
source of livelihoods for the majority of
citizens had been destroyed, not only due to
the effects of COVID-19 but because of the
economic policies in which citizens were not
properly consulted. This level of poverty has
further marginalised citizens especially
women and children to be able to
meaningfully participate in democratic
processes.
Justice & Closure for Past Hurts & Human
Rights Violations

The participants thus requested the church
leaders to consult all these stakeholders
towards an inclusive, comprehensive and
broad-based national dialogue process, as a
matter of urgency.
Some of the politicians and political parties
represented at the meeting included Build
Zimbabwe, Mthwakazi Republic Party,
Transform
Zimbabwe
leader
Jacob
Ngarivhume, Nkosana Moyo (APA), Jealousy
Mawarire, Linda Masarira (LEAD) and MDCT’s Paurina Mpariwa.

Although
seventeen
political
parties
The participants also noted that at the heart participated at the consultative meeting, the
of many of the issues raised above, was the country’s two main political outfits ZANU PF
failure to properly bring closure to the many and the MDC Alliance were perceptible
hurts and human rights violations of the absent.
immediate and long-past, including, but not
isolated to Gukurahundi.
ZHCOD’s
Rev.
Dr
Kenneth
Mtata told NewZimbabwe.com. that MDC
They highlighted that without such closure, Alliance withdrew at the last minute and they
the nation has not managed to build a shared did not give any reason. The cleric,
national vision and shared values. There however, could not explain why Zanu PF had
were concerns that, due to this wounded also failed to show up.
past, some communities feel deliberately
marginalised from the national development
priorities.
Resolution
Overall, participants agreed that these issues
could neither be addressed in isolation nor
by only a few actors. The intertwined and
overarching nature of these issues requires
an urgent, inclusive, broad-based national
dialogue process involving political parties,
CSO, business, the security sector,
traditional leaders and churches, among
other players, they said.
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TAFADZWA MUZONDO

Our Male Creatives Need a Consent &
Rape Culture 101 Workshop ASAP!
By Chris Charamba/ Enthusemag.com

IIn

2019, highly-esteemed Action Hub
director Tafadzwa Muzondo appeared before
the Harare Magistrates’ Courts for fondling
songstress Pauline Gundidza’s embonpoints.
Prosecutor Lawrence Gangarahwe submitted
that sometime in March, Pauline was at
Action Hub Studio in Highfields, where she
had been invited as a guest along with other
artists at an art-related function. Bolt from
the blue, Muzondo remarked that the
“Mambokadzi” songbird had beautiful
bosoms. She did not like it and she told her
friends Mariane Kunonga and Boss Kedha
about it, who then warned Muzondo. A
defiant Muzondo is alleged to have leaned
towards the musician and groped Pauline’s
mammary gland. She reported the matter to
the police
Following a trial, Muzondo was later found
guilty of indecent assault in September and
was ordered to perform hours of unpaid work
at a Harare school. Edzai Isu Trust also
suspended him as its director. The
chairperson
Patience
Gamuchirai
Tawengwa said their organisation could not
condone his conduct. Tawengwa also said
their board was also committed to facilitating
the formulation of an arts industry sexual
harassment policy under the guidance of
the Zimbabwe Women Lawyers

Association (ZWLA) and the Zimbabwe
Gender Commission (ZGC).
While the Pauline-Muzondo case was still
getting
emblazoned
before
the
courts, Admire Sanyanga, the musician who
composed an election jingle for President
Emmerson Mnangagwa in 2018, appeared in
court on allegations of raping an 18-year-old
Waterfalls
housemaid.
The
State’s
submissions were that in July 2019,
Sanyanga asked the maid to help him carry
his luggage from her place of dwelling to his
house, an invitation which she agreed to.
Upon delivery at the muso’s house, he
solicited her to come inside, promising to
give her some oranges. The maid refused,
only to yield in after he allegedly threatened
her with violence. He allegedly dragged her
inside and locked the door from inside. He
raped her and warned her against reporting
the matter to anyone. The maid recorded the
incident in her diary. The matter came to
light when her employer saw the diary, and a
report was made, leading to Sanyanga’s
arrest.
Earlier this year, Magistrate Hosea Mujaya
sentenced to 18 years in prison
ZimDancehall
artist
Joseph
Chihomuhomu/Chigudogudo Mutamba for
raping a 14-year-old girl who was a fellow
tenant at his place of residence.
www.enthuseafrika.com | 07
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The State proved beyond a reasonable
doubt that Mutamba called the minor and
asked her to sweep his room for him as he
would give her money. When she entered
the room, she asked Mutamba to leave the
house, and he went outside. While
sweeping, Mutamba suddenly came back
into the house and locked the door from
inside. Threatening her with a knife, he
inebriated the complainant with liquor
and Maryjane. Incapacitated as she was, he
raped her. The poor complainant’s mother
started looking for her and knocked at the
accused’s door. Forcefully, Mutamba
shoved the complainant into his wardrobe.
The complainant’s mother, however,
stormed into the house and found her
daughter huddled in a wardrobe. The
complainant then told her mother that she
had been raped and her mother made a
complainant with the police leading to
Mutamba’s arrest. Although an unrueful
Mutamba discredited the witness saying
that she was of loose morals as she had
been married three times, he was
sentenced to 18 years in prison and four
were suspended on condition that he
doesn’t commit a similar offence in the
next five years.

does. The prettiest vulnerable female
patron is always his target.

These are some stories that have been
covered across our media in just the past
year. By this I mean, those that made it to
the press. There could be a lot more that
have not been deciphered or more that
were tossed off in newsrooms for reasons
not known. Or there could be more that are
yet to surface, involving our creativelyinclined male folks. Like a certain artist,
film director or editor picks a girlfriend for
the conference at the first happy hour.
Saves time later. Oh, he waits until he
knows their work is good before seducing
them. He doesn’t like to have to lie about
that. Everybody knows. It’s just what he

Yet despite this heightened awareness, laws
around the world continue to fail victims of
rape and sexual abuse and most of them will
end up contemplating on not speaking at all
and would rather take the abuse they endured
to their own graves or at least until their
abusers go to theirs first.

The normalised pattern of rape culture

Rape and other forms of sexual abuse are a
global plague and for years, rape and sexual
allegations have discoloured the illuminating
local creative sector. If you’re tangential to
the creative circle in Zimbabwe, it’s no doubt
that you’ve heard the stories and agreeably,
the scope and depths of the predatory
behaviours in some of our male cultural
movers is as nauseating as sickening.
It’s a world rampant?
The cases are not isolated to Zimbabwe or
Africa only. Over the past years, there has
been mass mobilisation against forms of
abuses
against
women
in
creative
workspaces. From #MeToo and #TimesUp in
Hollywood to #IBelieveHer in Northern
Ireland and #Cuéntalo in Spain, women
around the world are sharing their stories on
social media, organising protests and
expressing their frustration with the criminal
justice
systems
of
their
respective
jurisdictions.

Of industry cover-ups…
As it turns out, whenever a male creative is
accused of sexually abusing women, the
industry seems quite interested in melding
the art and the artist as long as it helps art
www.enthuseafrika.com
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progress. Calls arise
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BECOME A CONTRIBUTOR
News | Commentary | Reviews

GET IN TOUCH

pickme@enthuseafrika.com

Too powerful to challenge?
Abused women would tell you that there are
always excuses for these men; a foolish
drunken evening or it’s something from the
past the person, the abuser used to be, now
reformed. Sometimes it’s clear that these
men are too powerful to challenge, holding
the keys to a gateway of career and security.
That being the case, stars and power brokers
are reflexively praised for their societal
contributions in a case where charges of
sexual misconduct are levelled against them.
Even as they’ve been accused of harassment,
men have attempted to fend off the charges
by trotting out good deeds. In his ruling of
Mutamba, Magistrate Mujaya castigated the
Zimdancehall artist for being a musician who
claimed to sing against child marriages but....
The story continues on enthusemag.com

PLACE YOUR
BRAND HERE

as it helps art progress. Calls arise to ward off
pesky details from slithering into our
assessments of the creative’s work. It’s
dawning before our eyes more every day
how the creative industry has been shaped
by the abuses of power and its floodgates
which have stayed largely closed despite that
sphere being rife with misogyny. Men stand
accused of using their creative positions to
offend, ie turning film sets into hunting
grounds; grooming young victims in various
co-working spaces; and luring female
colleagues close on the pretext of
networking, only to trap them in uninvited
sexual situations.

CONTACT
US ON

+263 784 765 810
HELLO@ENTHUSEAFRIKA.COM
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31 JULY DEMO TO GO ON AS PLANNED
DESPITE A SPIKE IN COVID-19 CASES:
NGARIVHUME

A demonstration against corruption slated

for 31 July 2020, will go on as planned
despite an increase in the recorded COVID19 cases; Transform Zimbabwe party
president Jacob Ngarivhume has revealed
today.

,,

By Ian Mapira/Bhizimusi.com

“WE DEMAND ALL
COMPLICATED IN LOOTING
SCANDALS TO BE
EXPEDITIOUSLY PROSECUTED,
REMOVED FROM OFFICE AND
The organiser of the demonstration said T O P A Y B A C K T H E R E S O U R C E S
THEY LOOTED ON TOP OF A
corruption is also a pandemic that is
dragging down efforts against COVID-19 in P U N I T I V E S E N T E N C E , ” H E S A I D .
Zimbabwe hence the need for mass action in
the outbreak of a contagious disease.
“BAD LEADERSHIP
UNDERPINNED BY LACK OF A
Ngarivhume also said that 10 thousand
SHARED NATIONAL VISION,
masks had been pledged towards the M I S G O V E R N A N C E , M I S P L A C E D
demonstration and encouraged participants
PRIORITIES AND GREED HAS
to bring to the mass actions extra masks in
TURNED THE COUNTRY TO A
case some don’t come out wearing the B A S K E T C A S E . B A D L E A D E R S H I P
mandatory requirement.
HAS PERMEATED ACROSS ALL
THE INSTITUTIONAL CREVICES
Transform Zimbabwe leader also promised
OF THE COUNTRY; FROM
that water will be availed for people to wash
CHURCH TO INDUSTRY RIGHT
hands during the mass action.
THROUGH TO THE HIGHEST
OFFICE OF THE LAND.”
The leader of the 31 July mass action said
corruption had become an endemic across Information, Publicity and Broadcasting
all sectors including political, private, Minister Monica Mutsvangwa, last week
dissuaded mass actions stating that
religious and civil sector.
Zimbabwe is in the midst of an existential
Besides
corruption,
Ngarivhume’s threat, COVID-19.

,,

demonstration will also be aimed at paying
ruling
party
acting
civil servants salaries either in or pegged to Zimbabwe’s
the United States Dollar with inflation still spokesperson Patrick Chinamasa threatened
that ZANU-PF party youths would take
high in Zimbabwe.
action if the demonstration is to go on.

'D
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JESUS WAS BLACKETY
BLACK BLACK!
By Theresa Ntswaki/hallelujahmag.com

I don’t know who needs to hear this but Jesus

Christ was not a Caucasian with bright blue
eyes and long blond hair. He was quite far
from it.

So what did he look like?
Well, according to the bible and historical
facts, Jesus was a five-foot-five melanated,
amber-eyed man rocking his type 4 Afro
shrinkage. As the Bible says, he had burnished
bronze skin, the flame of fire-coloured eyes,
and short wooly hair.

Where did
come from?

the

White-Jesus

But not everything is about race, right?
Wrong. It is. There’s a philosophy known
as Social Darwinism which puts forth a
racial hierarchy where Caucasians are at
the top. Because of this philosophy –
which was just a reach, in my opinion–
white folks really said Jesus must be
white.
They could not stand the thought of their
Lord and Saviour being anything other
than a depiction of the ideal Superior
Aryan Race: blond locks, blue eyes, and
pale skin. In turn, they had the audacity to
casually erase this man’s identity and
mould a clay model that would make
them comfortable.

For many years, Caucasians thought of
themselves as the superior race. Think 1933
Hitler. In fact, many of them still think this
way since racism is still a thing in our modern
world. However, they are a genetic mutation.
The closer to the equator an individual is, the
higher the melanin content. The genetic
mutation occurred when humans started
leaving Africa about 20,000 to 50,000 years
ago.
Somewhere in history, things must’ve really
gotten lost in translation because no one in
the Bible or the Middle East is Caucasian! Not
the Pharaohs, not Moses, not a single one of
them. Geographically, it doesn’t add up.

The demonization of Black and people of
colour, too, makes Caucasians comfortable.
So they said, black and PoC angels don’t exist
either. Should the utopia known as heaven
exist, I find it difficult to believe that only
white angels exist.....

'D

The story continues on hallelujahmag.com
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HAS BURNA BOY
REACHED HIS
CEILING?
By Denzel Sibanda/Enthusemag.com

urna Boy has done exceedingly well from
B
winning both a BET Award and a AFRIMA
Award. The Nigerian Artist is definitely
living the African Dream. But, do number
one hits, and winning multiple awards define
success or create longevity for an artist?
From his humble beginnings then creating
club bangers with South Africa’s finest, for
example, AKA, Da Les and Khuli Chana to
name a few. Burna has also scaled the
international fence and managed to work
with Jorja Smith and Y.G. for his album
African Giant.
At this point, one can’t help but wonder.
Has Burna Boy reached his peak?
Or is he still on his way to the way to the
top? To explain my point I shall use
a Business Model.

Looking at his career like a product cycle.
Burna Boy is currently in between the
maturity and decline level of his career
meaning that currently his demand or
relevancy is in decline.
Here’s why I think Burna might not make
it to legend status.
Mans’ is international now
Thanks to his globally recognised wins;
Burna Boy is up against Pop relevant
artists like Doja Cat, DaBaby and Megan
Thee Stallion who are dominating the
charts with more urban, catchy and
conventional sounds.
The last we heard from Burna Boy after
the African Giant album in 2019 was
a World Music sounding single
titled ‘Wonderful’ which didn’t give off
Pop energy although, it did shout out the
‘motherland’.

'D
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Personality Matters
After gaining international notoriety,
Burna Boy got radio interviews with
American stables like Power 105.6 and
HOT 97.

Taking a look at the Billboard Charts, he
has been there for one week and was
placed number 47. On the continent, he
was number one in 6 countries including
Zimbabwe, South Africa, and Botswana.
It is great to see Oluwa rise but if we
really want to grow our industry we need
to work on how we strategize and stop
allowing external recognition such as
airplay and award ceremonies to dictate
how we work.

Oluwa kept the conversations on the
surface and whenever serious issues
were brought up, he seemed to find a
way out of it neutrally. Some would
think the diplomatic attitude makes for
Oksalayo, the music needs to be in front
great PR. They would be right.
always and that’s what makes starpower that lasts.
But most icons are infamously
remembered
for
their
strong No matter what!
personalities and opinions; however
unpopular.
Unless you’re into that other stuff.
Fans yearn for faves who have opinions.
Celebrities with a point of view;
someone who can make a change, make
a difference. Not just to look cool and
promote a lifestyle. Based on fanculture, an artist needs to have the
depth that inspires or influence.
Burna Boy is found wanting on this one.
Awards aren’t the finish line
To be very frank winning awards is
becoming a norm at this point, good
singers and terrible singers have won
awards but only a true artist has
managed to stand the test of time.

'D
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SOURCE: ENCA

Capacity Challenges Slow Down The
Mines And Minerals Amendment Bill
By Ian Mapira / bhizimusi.com

Capacity challenges in the Ministry of Justice

have slowed down the production of the
Mines and Minerals Amendment Bill which
was supposed to have been completed by 31
October last year.

The bill that is being created by the two
Ministries of Justice and of Mines is
important because it will bring clarity to the
industry, investors and other relevant
authorities according to the Permanent
Secretary in the Ministry of Mines, Onesimo
Moyo.

Moyo said the bill will also help in the
Legal Advisor at the Ministry of Mines and government’s ambition of a US$12 billion
Mining Development, Jacqueline Munyonga industry in the mining sector.
told a Parliamentary Portfolio Committee
“This bill is extremely important in
that the draft bills is halfway done.
Responding to why the process has been
slow, Deputy Attorney General, Nelson Dias
revealed capacity challenges being met in
completing the draft.
He said, “Let me say that legal
training in our country is more
oriented towards the private sector,
there isn’t really the grounding in
public law we require in the office…
we are liable to offer but we need
time to do that.”“The pressure is on
us from so many directions but we
have to cut it down on in house
training and our junior officers are
always complaining, there is not
enough time for in house training
(sic)."

attracting investment into the mining
sector in the country because most
investors who do not see us
(Zimbabwe) as not having a stable legal
environment… when they hear that the
law is changed they would rather say
‘let’s wait until the law is changed so
that we know the environment that we
are walking into.'”“It (bill) will also pave
way for the implementation of mining
cadastre system (official registration of
ownership) which again increases the
security of tenure because the wat we
are having disputes at the moment is
unattainable; so we need some sound
registration and administration of
mining titles that will bring confidence
to investors and those who have been
investing.”

The story continues on bhizimusi.com
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Deep Inside, I
didn’t Want to be
Gay

RONALD MCCRAY : BELIEVERSPORTAL

A Confession by Ronald McCray / hallelujahmag.com

L ike many in the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and

desired to see. I lived my life as a gayidentified man for six years. I never
imagined being married to a man. Gay
marriage wasn’t even recognized as an
institution at that time.

Transgender community, I used to ask myself
can God change me? More specifically, I
wanted to know if He — God, The Creator of
the Universe, possessing all power in heaven
and in earth — could take away my
attractions for the same sex.
But even if it was, I don’t think I could’ve
gone that far. I did, however, want to be
a
I prayed and prayed to that end asking God loved by a man. And sometimes I thought I
to remove these seemingly innate desires, had found love. However, for one reason or
but there was no change. Although I was another, the relationships never lasted
raised in the Church, the reality of my same- very long.
sex attraction caused me to question my
Christian identity.
I questioned whether or not I’d ever
experience a change of affections, as if that
was the only issue I faced as a sinner in need
of redemption from my sin nature. I
questioned if I’d ever experience marriage, a
family?
All I knew was I had these attractions that I
didn’t ask for. If God could change a gayidentified person, I had not seen any
examples. That is, until years later, God
would shift the very foundations of my life
and reveal Himself to me in a way that was
undeniable.
He told me He’d make me the change I

Once lust was fulfilled, it was on
to the next one. My
understanding of love was me
giving my body away. The more
of myself I gave, the more of
myself I lost. I had become
addicted to sex.

I was in and out of vehicles looking for the
next high. Sex was the hit I needed to
convince myself that I am worth something
to someone, even if it was just for a few
moments. I felt wanted for however long
the encounter lasted.

'D

From one man to the next, I held on to the
hope that I’d find love that would satisfy
the emptiness I was feeling inside.
www.enthuseafrika.com | 19

I couldn’t deny the void I felt within. But I
couldn’t explain it.
The clubs, the parties, the men — none of it
could fulfill me in the way I longed for. My
heart was crying out for something deeper
than the shallow experiences of the one-night
stands, something more consistent than the
frequent relationship changes, and something
of more value than the desire of being wanted
by men I didn’t know.
One night, my friends and I were preparing to
head to the Paradox, a gay nightclub in
Baltimore, MD. We had a few shots before
going into the club. The club was packed as
usual. The music was blasting, sweaty bodies
were touching, and there were beaming lights
piercing through the steam rising to the ceiling
of the club. I was in my element.
While I was out on the dance floor, I heard a
voice say to me ‘I have so much more for you.’ I
thought maybe I had reached a new level of

drunkenness I had never been to before.
I am hearing voices!
“So much more??” What could be better
than a life without limits? A life without
some moral judge dictating the way you
live your life?
By society’s definition, this was freedom.
What could be better than a life
uninhibited with the liberty to do with
my mind and body as I willed? The
freedom to love whomever I wanted and
however I chose to.
A life where I was my own god and lived
life according to my own rules. In reality,
this life I lived was a big lie. It is a fantasy
world for someone who lives as if God
doesn’t exist, and as if His Word isn’t the
final authority for all mankind, or worse
yet, that He won’t return to judge the ...
The story continues on hallelujahmag.com
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Zolisa Marawa: The
Street-Style Fatvocate
Behind Igwinya

SOURCE: INSTAGRAM

By Chris Charamba/ enthusemag.com

S treet style is often criticised for generally

Marawa told New Frame — a social justice
failing to represent a variety of bodies. A online publication — that he experienced
scroll through the selection of models and different forms of body shaming growing
influencers shot walking the streets during up.
most fashion weeks does little to showcase
the myriad of shapes and sizes well-dressed From being policed in restaurants when
men and women come in. Historically, street- enjoying meals, made to eat smaller
style photographers have attempted to portions and not been able to fully enjoy his
explain the reasoning behind the lack of food because of people staring at him, the
imagery available, but little has actually Port Elizabeth resident said he has
changed in terms of what we see being “struggled to find simple items in my size”.
posted.
In an age when representation serves as a
battle cry, many have begun to notice the
discrepancy. Instead of waiting around for
fashion to get its act together, plus-size
fashion influencers have been forging their
own path, creating the kind of imagery they
didn’t see growing up, promoting body
positivity through Instagram and YouTube.
Armed with digital cameras, ingenuity, and
an unwillingness to accept the status quo,
they’ve brought a new verve to the concept
of street style.
Leading the pack in South Africa is Zolisa
Marawa, a 28 year old self-proclaimed fat
advocate who recently launched a clothing
line, Igwinya, to relay a message of body
positivity in a language that speaks to
township residents.

“Most of the clothes I own and
love have been items made for
me … [including] jeans,
underwear, corporate wear
and formal wear,”said Marawa
as quoted by the New Frame.
As outgoing as he had love to be, he said he
recalled having to cancel hosting gigs due
to not finding suitable outfits.
The social exclusivity lit up the fire in his
belly! As necessity is the mother of
invention, he developed and launched Tshirt brand Igwinya, which translates
loosely from Xhosa as vetkoek or “fat
cake”, balls of deep-fried bread.
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“Most of the clothes I own and
love have been items made for
me … [including] jeans,
underwear, corporate wear
and formal wear,”said Marawa
as quoted by the New Frame.

something that had previously been
reserved for people in privileged (thin, white,
fit) bodies.
Nevertheless, as the concept of body
positivity becomes more widespread and
more commercialised, its intention has been
watered down at the same time as it has
adapted meaning in other ways.

With many young people dealing with
depression and bullying and fatphobia,
Marawa’s brand is about creating a positive
mindset.
It aims to influence society to allow plus-size
people to love themselves as they are and
eliminate the policing and body shaming
Marawa experienced while growing up.

“The response to Igwinya has
been amazing. People are
ordering from all corners of the
country. They are adopting the
language as a symbol of
desirability. People enjoy the
humour and boldness of the
brand,” Marawa said.
Igwinya caters for small to extra-large
wearers.
These days, virtually everyone is aware of
the concept of body positivity and the
movement, which preaches acceptance and
health at any/every size, has done a lot of
good. It was created to help people with
marginalised bodies (fat, queer, trans, bodies
of colour, and more) feel entitled to self-love,

ZOLISA\INSTAGRAM
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GOD AIN’T FINISHED
WITH YOU
By Valerie T. Chatindo/hallelujahmag.com

Then Jonah prayed to the Lord
his God from inside the fish. He
said, “I cried out to the Lord in
my great trouble, and he
answered me. I called to you
from the land of the
dead,” Jonah 2:2
SOURCE:UNSPLASH

Ah Jonah…Jonah Jonah Jonah(smh).
In case you are not familiar with his story,
I will summarise it for you.
Jonah was a man called by God to go to
the pagan nation of Nineveh and deliver a
word. For whatever reason, fear,
arrogance, pride, busy-ness, lack of will,
Jonah decided not to go. He caught a boat
to some other place and ended up in the
belly of a fish (warning: don’t make God
angry).
It’s easy to sit and judge Jonah or even
question the intelligence of a man who
thought he could run away from God…I
have to take a pause and laugh here….run
away from God….really?!
But Jonah is not the only one running.
How often have we lived lives that are not
our own or tried to fulfil the dreams of
other people (parents and relatives, you

are the biggest culprits)? We know we are
called to do something else but….we just
can’t. Or you don’t even know! Worse you
may know however your circumstances
seem to be in tandem with that God-given
purpose.
Build the house, marry the perfect
spouse, have the postcard familia, drive
the fancy car, feed the kids, send money
to the in-laws. Single mom breaking your
back just to put your babies in school
without any help from that man (just
breathe sugar).
Or you’re like me, so busy hustling and
bustling, tryna make it work and thinking;
“If I wait for God, I’ll wait forever, I don’t
have Abrahams’ life span.”
We all have our distractions, our excuses
and our avoidance tactics. Because guess
what, following God’s will isn’t the easiest
thing to do.
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This piece is written to those who have
run away and finally reached the end of
themselves.
You have tried to do things your own way
and it seemed to work but now it’s falling
apart. As Pastor Paul Sanyangore says;

“Only a moving car gets
involved in a crash, it has to
appear like it’s going well
before it all falls apart.”

Personally, I believe that only a person
who has nothing left to lose can finally
live for God. And no that doesn’t connote
being a missionary or pastor….get that
straight.

“Throw me into the sea,” Jonah
said, “and it will become calm
again. I know that this terrible
storm is all my fault.” Jonah
1:12 (New Living Translation)
I don’t know who needs to hear this but
Jonah did not know there was a fish
waiting to swallow him up. I don’t think
any normal person jumping from a boat in
the middle of a storm does (unless you are
on drugs or have amazing faith that
makes you walk on water). He thought he
was going to die, OK! He thought God
wanted him dead.
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Maybe you’re going through a similar
experience and you feel you are at your

end. You feel like you are going to die
because you have lost it all.

“Now the Lord had arranged
for a great fish to swallow
Jonah. And Jonah was inside
the fish for three days and
three nights.” Jonah 1:17 (NLT)
Have you ever been inside a fish? No.
Aside from Jonah, I’m not aware of
anyone who has had such an encounter.
And guess what, I don’t think Jonah would
say the same. This man probably thought
he was dead. Afterall, he said, “I call from
the depths of the grave”. He thought he
was dead OK. Finished!
Listen you may feel like everything in
your life is dead and your situation
hopeless, but God has been incubating
your dream and purpose in darkness all
along.
Most of us would sabotage our own
destinies with our control freak
tendencies if we knew them. I heard of
one woman who only found out she was
pregnant on the day of delivery. She was
65 and God told her that if he had let her
know, doctors would have told her to
have an abortion.
Are you a child of God? Are you saved by
grace? If you answered yes, I want you to
know that you are never at your end. The
darkness you are afraid of is only a phase.
This too shall pass. Afterall….
The story continues on hallelujahmag.com
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ICT MINISTER LAUNCHES US$ 800 K
TELONE NETWORK OPERATING
CENTER

ICT, Postal and Courier Service Minister,

Jenfan Muswere has today officially opened
an US$850 thousand Network Operating
Centre (NOC), a facility used to support the
infrastructure and services offered to
clients. The facility involves detecting and
resolving service incidents and issues
thereby assisting in the reduction of the
network downtime.
NOC is an output of Telone’s National
Broadband Project (NBB1) Modernisation
Project funded under the China Exim Bank
US$98 million loan facility anchored by the
Government to Government arrangements
between Zimbabwe and China.
The Minister said NOC means Telone is able
to guarantee its own business into the
future.

,,

“INDEED, THIS IS AN
IMPORTANT MILESTONE IN
SO FAR AS IT ALSO
HARNESSES OUR
GOVERNMENT’S DRIVE TO
ENHANCE OUR ICTS AS A
DRIVER OF OUR NATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT AND
ECONOMIC TURN-AROUND
AGENDA,” HE SAID.
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By Ian Mapira/Bhizimusi.com

“I HAVE NO DOUBT THAT WITH
THIS PROJECT AND SEVERAL
OTHERS WHICH HAVE ALREADY
BEEN LAUNCHED TELONE HAS
ALREADY SET ITSELF ON THE
RIGHT PATH TO CONTRIBUTE
TO A FAR-REACHING IMPACT
TOWARDS THE ATTAINMENT OF
NATIONAL VISION 2013.”

,,

Giving welcome remarks during the launch,
Telone Managing Director Chipo Mtasa the
NOC project came about as an expansion of
the scope after realising some surplus from
one of the sub-projects.

,,

SHE SAID, ” “FROM THIS SURPLUS, THE
NATIONAL OPERATIONS CENTRE WAS
PRIORITISED AS TELONE IS
EMPHASIZING CLIENT EXPERIENCE AS A
WAY TO ARGUMENT THE NEW
TECHNOLOGIES THAT WE ARE
DEPLOYING AND THE GENERAL
PERFORMANCE OF THE BUSINESS.”
“IT HAS ENABLED US TO MOVE AWAY
FROM THE REACTIONARY APPROACH
TO MORE PROACTIVE SUPPORT OF
SERVICES ESPECIALLY AS NOC TAKES
ADVANTAGE OF THE CONVERGED
SYSTEMS AND SERVICES.”

The story continues on bhizimusicom
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YOU DON’T HAVE
TO GET
PREGNANT...
By Valerie T. Chatindo/Enthusemag.com

Your children are having sex while you stick

your heads under the sand! Yes, I’m talking
to the majority of African parents who
treat sex as a taboo; who won’t even discuss
it.
“Don’t have it!” they say. Or
threaten you with some, “If you get
pregnant, you will see chete!” (the
funny thing about pregnancy is the
consequences always fall on the
women….oh well!)

Schools, on the other hand, do a pretty good
job with graphic pictures of people who have
been ravaged by STIs (wait! shouldn’t we
sue those guys for emotional trauma?).
Research has shown that cases of sexual
promiscuity amongst those aged between
16 and 34 are low in a society where sex is
discussed openly. Not only that, but the
pregnancy rate is also significantly lower.
Mind you, ignorance doesn’t just live in the
camp of the curious adolescent but the
married woman who believes she has to
double in mass.

Having sex is not a death sentence, and
people are still storming the cotton gin,

the horizontal bop, making the beast with two
backs or whatever kids call it these days. But
we need to be cautious in our sexual conduct.
Which is what this article is all about.
Listen! You don’t have to get pregnant; you
don’t have to “get fat and ugly” (isn’t it what
they say about pregnant women? Sigh!). Thus, I
have compiled together a couple of help from
trusted sources that will assist you in
eschewing parturiency up to the time you feel
like it or help you maintain a sexually healthy
life.
Disclaimer; I do not recommend them in the
capacity of a biochemist, but as a woman and
advocate of sexual awareness. Please
remember that none of these methods are
100%. Always find the one that works for you
based on trial error. Remember to stay safe and
comfortable and don’t ever allow your partner
to pressure you into doing something you’re
not comfortable with.

Artificial Methods
Intrauterine Devices (IUD): This a device that
prevents the sperm from reaching the egg. It
comes in two forms. The hormone-releasing
IUD and the copper IUD. Both can last from 5
to 10 years. IUDs are reversible and can be
removed by a doctor or nurse when one
decides to conceive. IUDs are not affected by
other medications and are considered the best
form of contraception.
Contraceptive Implant: This is a plastic rod
placed under the arm which releases hormones.
It can last for up to 3 years. This is not my
personal favourite since I’ve seen people put on
lots of weight with this device, but it doesn’t
undermine its effectiveness.
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Contraceptive Injection (Depo): This is an
injection of hormones administered every
12-14 weeks. It is not affected by other
medications, but bleeding and weight gain
can be a side effect.
The Female Pill: This is a combination of
synthetic progesterone and oestrogen.
What they basically do is thicken the lining
of the uterus and prevent the sperm from
going through. The pill is taken daily. Side
effects include weight gain, increased
appetite and bleeding. Here in Zimbabwe we
have the government-issued pill. For those
with more funds brands, such as Yasmin and
Yaz are available which have reduced side
effects.
The Male Pill: This is on trial and is taken by
men to reduce sperm count in the semen.

reaching the egg. It should stay in place 6 hours
after sex. It is 86% effective.
Female Sterilisation-tube litigation: This can
be an irreversible form of contraception but is
100% effective. Depending on the type of
litigation you undergo the method can be
reversible. Methods which utilize clips are
reversible whereas those that involve scarring
are not.
Male Vasectomy: The involves cutting the
tubes that carry sperm and is permanent.

Natural Methods
Menstrual Cycle: This involves having sex
when you are not ovulating. This can be 16 days
before your period. There are applications such
as Flo which can help you determine when you
are most fertile.

Vaginal Ring: This has the same hormones
as the combined pill and is placed in the
vagina like a tampon. It stays there for three
weeks and is replaced after one week of
removal.

Withdrawal:
This
involves
the
man
withdrawing and ejaculating outside of the
vagina. Though risky, many people seem to be
in favour of it.

Male Condom: Perhaps to me the best form
of contraception. Not only is it the cheapest
but it prevents STIs. Yes, I know everyone is
all about raw hot beef injection but
remember your greatest responsibility on
earth is safeguarding your health.
Companies like Durex are continuously
finding ways to make your experience more
satisfying.

Foods: Papaya – eaten once or twice a day it is
said to prevent pregnancy and reduce sperm
count.
Ginger induces period thereby
preventing pregnancy. It can be used as an
emergency form of birth control. Cinnamon has
actually been proven to induce a miscarriage.
Pineapple is said eating a pineapple everyday 23 days after sex can prevent pregnancy. Cheese
increases sperm count so men stay away from
it.

Female Condom: These are put in before
intercourse and take practice to use. When
used correctly it is just as effective as the
male condom.
Diaphragm: This is silicon dome placed in
the uterus to prevent the sperm from

Emergency Contraception
The emergency contraceptive pill – Levonelle
or ellaOne (the “morning-after” pill)
Intrauterine device (IUD or coil)
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